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Abstract
DETR is a recently proposed Transformer-based method
which views object detection as a set prediction problem and achieves state-of-the-art performance but demands
extra-long training time to converge. In this paper, we investigate the causes of the optimization difficulty in the training of DETR. Our examinations reveal several factors contributing to the slow convergence of DETR, primarily the
issues with the Hungarian loss and the Transformer crossattention mechanism. To overcome these issues we propose two solutions, namely, TSP-FCOS (Transformer-based
Set Prediction with FCOS) and TSP-RCNN (Transformerbased Set Prediction with RCNN). Experimental results
show that the proposed methods not only converge much
faster than the original DETR, but also significantly outperform DETR and other baselines in terms of detection
accuracy. Code is released at https://github.com/
Edward-Sun/TSP-Detection.

1. Introduction
Object detection aims at finding all objects of interest in
an image and predicting their category labels and bounding
boxes, which is essentially a set prediction problem, as the
ordering of the predicted objects is not required. Most of the
state-of-the-art neural detectors [21, 24, 19, 25, 38, 26, 11]
are developed in a detect-and-merge fashion that is, instead
of directly optimizing the predicted set in an end-to-end
fashion, those methods usually first make predictions on a
set of region proposals or sliding windows, and then perform a post-processing step (e.g., “non-maximum suppression” or NMS) for merging the the detection results in different proposals or windows that might belong to the same
object. As the detection model is trained agnostically with
respect to the merging step, the model optimization in those
object detectors is not end-to-end and arguably sub-optimal.
DEtection TRansformer (DETR) [2] is recently proposed as the first fully end-to-end object detector. It uses
∗ indicates

equal contribution.

Transformer [32] to directly output a final set of predictions
without further post-processing. However, it takes extralong training time to converge. For example, the popular
Faster RCNN model [26] only requires about 30 epochs
to convergence, but DETR needs 500 epochs, which takes
at least 10 days on 8 V100 GPUs. Such expensive training cost would be practically prohibitive in large applications. Therefore, in what manner should we accelerate the
training process towards fast convergence for DETR-like
Transformer-based detectors is a challenging research question and is the main focus of this paper.
For analyzing the causes of DETR’s optimization difficulty we conduct extensive experiments and find that the
cross-attention module, by which the Transformer decoder
obtains object information from images, is mainly responsible for the slow convergence. In pursuit of faster convergence, we further examine an encoder-only version of
DETR by removing the cross-attention module. We find
that the encoder-only DETR yields a substantial improvement for the detection of small objects in particular but suboptimal performance on large objects. In addition, our analysis shows that the instability of the bipartite matching in
DETR’s Hungarian loss also contributes to the slow convergence.
Based on the above analysis we propose two models for significantly accelerating the training process of
Transformer-based set prediction methods, both of which
can be regarded as improved versions of encoder-only
DETR with feature pyramids [18]. Specifically, we present
TSP-FCOS (Transformer-based Set Prediction with FCOS)
and TSP-RCNN (Transformer-based Set Prediction with
RCNN), which are inspired by a classic one-stage detector
FCOS [30] (Fully Convolutional One-Stage object detector)
and a classic two-stage detector Faster RCNN [26], respectively. A novel Feature of Interest (FoI) selection mechanism is developed in TSP-FCOS to help Transformer encoder handle multi-level features. To resolve the instability
of the bipartite matching in the Hungarian loss, we also design a new bipartite matching scheme for each of our two
models for accelerating the convergence in training. In our
evaluation on the COCO 2017 detection benchmark [20]
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the proposed methods not only converge much faster than
the original DETR, but also significantly outperform DETR
and other baselines in terms of detection accuracy.

2. Background
2.1. One-stage and Two-stage Object Detectors
Most modern object detection methods can be divided
into two categories: One-stage detectors and two-stage detectors. Typical one-stage detectors [21, 24, 19] directly
make predictions based on the extracted feature maps and
(variable-sized) sliding-window locations in a image, while
two-stage detectors [26, 11] first generate region proposals based on sliding-window locations and then refine the
detection for each proposed region afterwards. In general,
two-stage detectors are more accurate but also computationally more expensive than one-stage detectors. Nevertheless,
both kinds of detectors are developed in a detection-andmerge fashion, i.e., they require a post-processing step to
ensure that each detected object has only one region instead
of multiple overlapping regions as detection results. In other
words, many state-of-the-art object detection methods do
not have an end-to-end training objective with respect to set
prediction.

encoder part processes the flattened deep features1 from
the CNN backbone. Then, the non-autoregressive decoder
part takes the encoder’s outputs and a set of learned object query vectors as the input, and predicts the category
labels and bounding boxes accordingly as the detection output. The cross-attention module plays an important role in
the decoder by attending to different locations in the image
for different object queries. We refer the reader unfamiliar with the Transformer concepts to the appendix. The attention mechanism in DETR eliminates the need for NMS
post-processing because the self-attention component can
learn to remove duplicated detection, i.e., its Hungarian loss
(Equation 1) encourages one target per object in the bipartite matching.
Concurrent to our work, some variants of DETR have
been proposed to improve its training efficiency and accuracy. Deformable DETR [42] proposes to integrate the
concept of deformable convolution and attention modules,
to implement a sparse attention mechanism on multi-level
feature maps. UP-DETR [8] leverages an unsupervised pretraining task named random query patch detection to improve the performance of DETR when it is fine-tuned on
down-stream tasks. Compared to these work, we explore
further simplifying the detection head design with encoderonly Transformer.

2.2. DETR with an End-to-end Objective
Different from the aforementioned popular object detectors, DEtection TRansformer (DETR) [2] presents the first
method with an end-to-end optimization objective for set
prediction. Specifically, it formulates the loss function via
a bipartite matching mechanism. Let us denote by y =
N
{yi }M
u=1 the ground truth set of objects, and ŷ = {yˆi }u=1
the set of predictions. Generally we have M < N , so we
pad y to size N with ∅ (no object) and denote it by ȳ. The
loss function, namely the Hungarian loss, is defined as:
LHungarian (ȳ, ŷ) =

N h
X

Lclass + 1{ȳi 6=∅} Lbox
i,σ̂(i)

i,σ̂(i)

i

(1)

2.3. Improving Ground-truth Assignments
The Hungarian loss in DETR can be viewed as an endto-end way to assign ground-truth labels to the system predictions. Prior to DETR, heuristic rules have been tried for
this task [10, 26, 24]. There are a few other prior work that
try to improve the heuristic ground-truth assignment rules.
[39] formulates an MLE procedure to learn the matching
between sliding windows and ground truth objects. [27]
proposes a generalized IoU which provides a better metric.
Nevertheless, those methods do not directly optimize a setbased objective and still require an NMS post-processing
step.

i=1
i,σ̂(i)

2.4. Attention-based Object Detection

i,σ̂(i)

where Lclass and Lbox are the classification loss and
bounding box regression loss, respectively, between the ith
ground truth and the σ̂(i)th prediction. And σ̂ is the optimal bipartite matching between padded ground-truth set ȳ
and prediction set ŷ with lowest matching cost:
σ̂ = arg min
σ∈SN

N
X

Lmatch (ȳi , ŷσ(i) )

(2)

i=1

where SN is the set of all N permutations and Lmatch is a
pair-wise matching cost.
DETR [2] uses an encoder-decoder Transformer [32]
framework built upon the CNN backbone. The Transformer

Attention-based modeling has been the current
workhorse in the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
domain [32, 9], and is becoming increasingly popular in
recent object detection research. Before the invention
of DETR, [12] proposes an attention-based module to
model the relation between objects, which can be inserted
into existing detectors and leads to better recognition and
less duplication. [23] uses a Spatial Attention Module to
re-weight feature maps for making foreground features
standing out. [4] uses a Transformer-like attention-based
module to bridge different forms of representations.
1 In
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this paper, we use “feature points” and “features” interchangeably.

Figure 1. AP results on COCO validation set: original DETR v.s.
matching distilled DETR. We can see that matching distillation
accelerates the training of DETR in the first few epochs.

But, none of those methods have tried an end-to-end set
prediction objective.

3. What Causes the Slow Convergence of
DETR?
To pin down the main factors we ran a set of experiments
with DETR and its variants which are built on top of the
ResNet-50 backbone and evaluated on the COCO 2017 validation set.

3.1. Does Instability of the Bipartite Matching Affect Convergence?
As a unique component in DETR, the Hungarian loss
based on the bipartite matching (Section 2.2) could be unstable due to the following reasons:
• The initialization of the bipartite matching is essentially random;
• The matching instability would be caused by noisy
conditions in different training epochs.
To examine the effects of these factors, we propose a
new training strategy for DETR, namely matching distillation. That is, we use a well pre-trained DETR as the teacher
model, whose predicted bipartite matching is treated as the
ground-truth label assignment for the student model. All
stochastic modules in the teacher model (i.e., dropout [29]
and batch normalization [13]) are turned off to ensure the
provided matching is deterministic, which eliminates the
randomness and instability of the bipartite matching and
hence in the Hungarian loss.
We evaluated both the original DETR and matching distilled DETR. Figure 1 shows the results with the first 25
epochs. We can see that the matching distillation strategy
does help the convergence of DETR in the first few epochs.
However, such effect becomes insignificant after around
15 epochs. This means that the instability in the bipartite
matching component of DETR only contributes partially to
the slow convergence (especially in the early training stage)
but not necessarily the main reason.

Figure 2.
Sparsity (negative entropy) of Transformer crossattention in each layer, obtained by evaluation on the COCO validation data. Different line styles represent different layers. We can
see that the sparsity consistently increases, especially for the 1st
cross-attention layer between encoder and decoder.

3.2. Are the Attention Modules the Main Cause?
Another distinct part of DETR in comparison with other
modern object detectors is its use of the Transformer modules, where the Transformer attention maps are nearly uniform in the initialization stage, but gradually become more
and more sparse during the training process towards the
convergence. Prior work [14] shows that replacing some attention heads in BERT [9] with sparser modules (e.g., convolutions) can significantly accelerate its training. Therefore, it is natural for us to wonder how much the sparsity
dynamics of Transformer attention modules in DETR contribute to its slow convergence.
In analyzing the effects of the DETR’s attention modules
on its optimization convergence, we focus on the sparsity
dynamics of the cross-attention part in particular, because
the cross-attention module is a crucial module where object
queries in the decoder obtain object information from the
encoder. Imprecise (under-optimized) cross-attention may
not allow the decoder to extract accurate context information from images, and thus results in poor localization especially for small objects.
We collect the attention maps of cross-attention when
evaluating the DETR model at different training stages. As
attention maps can be interpreted as probability distributions, we use negative entropy as an intuitive measure of
sparsity. Specifically, given a n × m attention map a, we
first calculate
the sparsity of each source position i ∈ [n]
Pm
1
by m
P
j=1 (ai,j ) log P (ai,j ), where ai,j represents the
attention score from source position i to target position j.
Then we average the sparsities for all attention heads and
all source positions in each layer. The masked positions [2]
are not considered in the computation of sparsity.
Figure 2 shows the sparsities with respect to different
epochs at several layers. we can see that the sparsity of
cross-attention consistently increases and does not reach a
plateau even after 100 training epochs. This means that
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Figure 3. Illustration of original DETR, encoder-only DETR,
TSP-FCOS, and TSP-RCNN, where Backbone+, FE Heads, RPN,
Cls & Reg represents “Backbone + FPN”, “Feature Extraction
Heads (Subnets)”, “Region Proposal Network”, “Classification &
Regression”, respectively. A more detailed illustration of TSPFCOS and TSP-RCNN can be found in Figure 5.

the cross-attention part of DETR is more dominating a factor for the slow convergence, compared to the early-stage
bipartite-matching instability factor we discussed before.

3.3. Does DETR Really Need Cross-attention?
Our next question is: Can we remove the cross-attention
module from DETR for faster convergence but without sacrificing its prediction power in object detection? We answer this question by designing an encoder-only version of
DETR and comparing its convergence curves with the original DETR.
In the original DETR, the decoder is responsible for producing the detection results (category label and bounding
box) per object query. In contrast, the encoder-only version of DETR (introduced by us) directly uses the outputs of Transformer encoder for object prediction. SpecifH
ically, for a H × W image with a 32
× W
32 Transformer
encoder feature map, each feature is fed into a detection
head to predict a detection result. Since the encoder selfattention is essentially identical to the self-attention in a
non-autoregressive decoder, a set prediction training is still
feasible for encoder-only DETR. More details of encoderonly DETR can be found in the appendix. Figure 3 compares the original DETR and the encoder-only DETR, and
two of our newly proposed models (TSP-FCOS and TSPRCNN) which are described in the next section.
Figure 4 presents the the Average Precision (AP) curves
of the original DETR and the encoder-only DETR, including the overall AP curve (denoted as AP) and the curves
for large (AP-l), medium (AP-m), and small (AP-s) objects2 , respectively. The over-all curves (left upper corner)
show that the encoder-only DETR performs as well as the
original DETR. This means that we can remove the crossattention part from DETR without much performance de2 We

follow the definitions of small, medium, and large objects in [20].

Figure 4. AP, AP-l, AP-m, and AP-s results on COCO validation
set: original DETR v.s. encoder-only DETR. We can see that
encoder-only DETR significantly accelerate the training of small
object detection.

generation, which is a positive result. From the remaining curves we can see that the encoder-only DETR outperforms the original DETR significantly on small objects
and partly on medium object, but under-performs on large
objects on the other hand. A potential interpretation, we
think, is that a large object may include too many potentially
matchable feature points, which are difficult for the sliding
point scheme in the encoder-only DETR to handle. Another possible reason is that a single feature map processed
by encoder is not robust for predicting objects of different
scales [18].

4. The Proposed Methods
Based on our analysis in the previous section, for speeding up the convergence of DETR we need to address
both the instability issue in the bipartite matching part of
DETR and the cross-attention issue in Transformer modules. Specifically, in order to leverage the speed-up potential of encoder-only DETR we need to overcome its
weakness in handling the various scales of objects. Recently, FCOS [30] (Fully Convolutional One-Stage object detector) shows that multi-level prediction with Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [18] is a good solution to
this problem. Inspired by this work we propose our
first model, namely Transformer-based Set Prediction with
FCOS (TSP-FCOS). Then based on TSP-FCOS, we further apply two-stage refinement, which leads to our second model, namely, Transformer-based Set Prediction with
RCNN (TSP-RCNN).

4.1. TSP-FCOS
TSP-FCOS combines the strengths of both FCOS and
encoder-only DETR, with a novel component namely Fea-
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Figure 5. The network architectures of TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN, where C3 to C5 denote the feature maps of the backbone network
and P3 to P7 of the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN). Both TSP-FCOS (upper) and TSP-RCNN (lower) are equipped with a Transformer
encoder and trained with set prediction loss. The difference between them is that the FoI classifier in TSP-FCOS only predicts objectness
of each feature (i.e., Features of Interest), but the Region Proposal Network (RPN) in TSP-RCNN predicts both bounding boxes and their
objectness as Regions of Interest (RoI), namely, proposals.

ture of Interest (FoI) selection which enables the Transformer encoder to handle multi-level features, and a new
bipartite matching scheme for faster set prediction training.
Figure 5 (upper part) illustrates the network architecture of
TSP-FCOS, with the following components:
Backbone and FPN We follow FCOS [30] on the design
of the backbone and the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN)
[18]. At the beginning of the pipeline, a backbone CNN is
used to extract features from the input images. Based on the
feature maps from the backbone, we build the FPN component which produces multi-level features that can help
encoder-only DETR detect objects of various scales.
Feature extraction subnets For a fair comparison with
other one-stage detectors (e.g., FCOS and RetinaNet), we
follow their design and use two feature extraction heads
shared across different feature pyramid levels. We call one
of them classification subnet (head), which is used for FoI
classification. The other is called auxiliary subnet (head).
Their outputs are concatenated and then selected by FoI
classifier.
Feature of Interest (FoI) classifier In the self-attention
module of Transformer, the computation complexity is
quadratic to the sequence length, which prohibits directly
using all the features on the feature pyramids. To improve
the efficiency of self-attention, we design a binary classifier
to select a limited portion of features and refer them as Features of Interest (FoI). The binary FoI classifier is trained

with FCOS’s ground-truth assignment rule3 . After FoI classification, top scored features are picked as FoIs and fed into
the Transformer encoder.
Transformer encoder After the FoI selection step, the input to Transformer encoder is a set of FoIs and their corresponding positional encoding. Inside each layer of Transformer encoder, self-attention is performed to aggregate the
information of different FoIs. The outputs of the encoder
pass through a shared feed forward network, which predicts
the category label (including “no object”) and bounding box
for each FoI.
Positional encoding Following DETR, we generalize the
positional encoding of Transformer [32] to the 2D image
scenario. Specifically, for a feature point with normalized
position (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 , its positional encoding is defined
as [P E(x) : P E(y)], where [:] denotes concatenation and
function P E is defined by:
P E(x)2i = sin(x/100002i/dmodel )
P E(x)2i+1 = cos(x/100002i/dmodel )

(3)

where dmodel is the dimension of the FoIs.
Faster set prediction training As mentioned in Section 2.2, the object detection task can be viewed as a set
prediction problem. Given the set of detection results and
3 Please
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refer to the FCOS paper [30] for more details.

ground truth objects, the set prediction loss links them together and provides an objective for the model to optimize.
But as we show in Section 3.1, the Hungarian bipartitematching loss can lead to slow convergence in the early
stage of training. Therefore, we design a new bipartite
matching scheme for faster set prediction training of TSPFCOS. Specifically, a feature point can be assigned to a
ground-truth object only when the point is in the bounding box of the object and in the proper feature pyramid
level. This is inspired by the ground-truth assignment rule
of FCOS [30]. Next, a restricted cost-based matching process (Equation 2) is performed to determine the optimal
matching between the detection results and the ground truth
objects in the Hungarian loss (Equation 1).

5. Experiments
5.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our methods on the COCO [20] object detection dataset, which includes 80 object classes. Following the common practice [19, 30], we use all 115k images
in trainval35k split for training and all 5k images in
minival split for validation. The test result is obtained
by submitting the results of test-dev split to the evaluation server. For comparison with other methods, we mainly
focus on the Average Precision (AP), which is the primary
challenge metric used in COCO, and FLOPs, which measures the computation overhead.

5.2. Implementation Details
4.2. TSP-RCNN
Based on the design of TSP-FCOS and Faster RCNN,
we can combine the best of them and perform a two-stage
bounding box refinement as set prediction, which requires
more computational resources but can detect objects more
accurately. This idea leads to TSP-RCNN (Transformerbased Set Prediction with RCNN). Figure 5 (lower part)
illustrates the network architecture of our proposed TSPRCNN. The main differences between TSP-FCOS and
TSP-RCNN are as follows:
Region proposal network In TSP-RCNN, instead of using two feature extraction heads and FoI classifier to obtain the input of Transformer encoder, we follow the design
of Faster RCNN [26] and use a Region Proposal Network
(RPN) to get a set of Regions of Interest (RoIs) to be further refined. Different from FoIs in TSP-FCOS, each RoI in
TSP-RCNN contains not only an objectness score, but also
a predicted bounding box. We apply RoIAlign [11] to extract the information of RoIs from multi-level feature maps.
The extracted features are then flattened and fed into a fully
connected network as the input of Transformer encoder.
Positional encoding The positional information of a RoI
(proposal) is defined by four quantities (cx, cy, w, h), where
(cx, cy) ∈ [0, 1]2 denotes the normalized center coordinates and (w, h) ∈ [0, 1]2 denotes the normalized height
and width. We use [P E(cx) : P E(cy) : P E(w) : P E(h)]
as the positional encoding of the proposal, where P E and
[:] is defined in the same way as TSP-FCOS.
Faster set prediction training TSP-RCNN is also trained
with a set prediction loss. Different from TSP-FCOS, we
borrow the ground-truth assignment rule from Faster RCNN
for faster set prediction training of TSP-RCNN. Specifically, a proposal can be assigned to a ground-truth object if
and only if the intersection-over-union (IoU) score between
their bounding boxes is greater than 0.5.

We briefly describe the default settings of our implementation. More detailed settings can be found in appendix.
TSP-FCOS Following FCOS [30], both classification
subnet and auxiliary subnet use four 3×3 convolutional layers with 256 channels and group normalization [33]. In FoI
selection, we select top 700 scored feature positions from
FoI classifier as the input of Transformer encoder.
TSP-RCNN Different from the original Faster RCNN,
we apply 2 unshared convolutional subnets to P3 -P7 as classification and regression heads of RPN and use a RetinaNet
[19] style anchor generation scheme. We find this improves
the performance of RPN with less computation overhead. In
RoI selection, we select top 700 scored features from RPN.
RoI Align operation [11] and a fully connected layer are
applied to extract the proposal features from RoIs.
Transformer encoder As both TSP-FCOS and TSPRNN only have a Transformer encoder while DETR has
both Transformer encoder and decoder, to be comparable in
terms of FLOPs with DETR-DC5, we use a 6-layer Transformer encoder of width 512 with 8 attention heads. The
hidden size of feed-forward network (FFN) in Transformer
is set to 2048. During training, we randomly drop 70% inputs of Transformer encoder to improve the robustness of
set prediction.
Training We follow the default setting of Detectron2
[34], where a 36-epoch (3×) schedule with multi-scale
train-time augmentation is used.

5.3. Main Results
Table 1 shows our main results on COCO 2017 validation set. We compare TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN with
FCOS [30], Faster RCNN [26], and DETR [2]. We also
compare with concurrent work on improving DETR: Deformable DETR [42] and UP-DETR [8]. From the table,
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Model

Backbone

Epochs

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

FLOPs

FPS

FCOS†
Faster RCNN-FPN
Faster RCNN-FPN+
DETR+
DETR-DC5+
Deformable DETR∗
UP-DETR

ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

36
36
108
500
500
50
300

41.0
40.2
42.0
42.0
43.3
43.8
42.8

59.8
61.0
62.1
62.4
63.1
62.6
63.0

44.1
43.8
45.5
44.2
45.9
47.7
45.3

26.2
24.2
26.6
20.5
22.5
26.4
20.8

44.6
43.5
45.4
45.8
47.3
47.1
47.1

52.2
52.0
53.4
61.1
61.1
58.0
61.7

177G
180G
180G
86G
187G
173G
86G

17
19
19
21
7
21

TSP-FCOS
TSP-RCNN
TSP-RCNN+

ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

36
36
96

43.1
43.8
45.0

62.3
63.3
64.5

47.0
48.3
49.6

26.6
28.6
29.7

46.8
46.9
47.7

55.9
55.7
58.0

189G
188G
188G

15
11
11

FCOS†
Faster RCNN-FPN
Faster RCNN-FPN+
DETR+
DETR-DC5+

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101

36
36
108
500
500

42.5
42.0
44.0
43.5
44.9

61.3
62.5
63.9
63.8
64.7

45.9
45.9
47.8
46.4
47.7

26.0
25.2
27.2
21.9
23.7

46.5
45.6
48.1
48.0
49.5

53.6
54.6
56.0
61.8
62.3

243G
246G
246G
152G
253G

13
15
15
15
6

TSP-FCOS
TSP-RCNN
TSP-RCNN+

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101

36
36
96

44.4
44.8
46.5

63.8
63.8
66.0

48.2
49.2
51.2

27.7
29.0
29.9

48.6
47.9
49.7

57.3
57.1
59.2

255G
254G
254G

12
9
9

Table 1. Evaluation results on COCO 2017 validation set. † represents our reproduction results. + represents that the models are trained
with random crop augmentation and a longer training schedule. We use Detectron2 package to measure FLOPs and FPS. A single Nvidia
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU is used for measuring inference latency. ∗ represents the version without iterative refinement. A fair comparison
of TSP-RCNN and Deformabel DETR both with iterative refinement can be found in the appendix.

Model

AP

APS

APM

APL

TSP-RCNN-R50
w/o set prediction loss
w/o positional encoding
TSP-RCNN-R101
w/o set prediction loss
w/o positional encoding

43.8
42.7
43.4
44.8
44.0
44.4

28.6
27.6
28.4
29.0
27.6
28.2

46.9
45.5
46.3
47.9
47.2
47.7

55.7
56.2
55.0
57.1
57.1
56.7

Table 2. Evaluation results on COCO 2017 validation set for ablation study of set prediction loss and positional encoding.
Model

AP

APS

APM

APL

FCOS
TSP-FCOS

45.3
46.1

28.1
28.5

49.0
49.7

59.3
60.2

Faster-RCNN
TSP-RCNN

44.1
45.8

26.4
29.4

47.6
49.2

58.1
58.4

(8×) training schedule and random crop augmentation is
applied. We denote the enhanced version of TSP-RCNN by
TSP-RCNN+. We also copy the results of enhanced Faster
RCNN (i.e., Faster RCNN+) from [2]. Comparing these
models, we can find that our TSP-RCNN obtains state-ofthe-art results with a shorter training schedule. We also
find that TSP-RCNN+ still under-performs DETR-DC5+ on
large object detection. We think this is because of the inductive bias of the encoder-decoder scheme used by DETR and
its longer training schedule.

5.4. Model Analysis
For model analysis, we evaluate several models trained
in our default setting, i.e., with a 36-epoch (3×) schedule
and without random crop augmentation.

Table 3. Evaluation results on COCO 2017 validation set with
ResNet-101-DCN backbone.

5.4.1

we can see that our TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN significantly outperform original FCOS and Faster RCNN. Besides, we can find that TSP-RCNN is better than TSP-FCOS
in terms of overall performance and small object detection
but slightly worse in terms of inference latency.
To compare with state-of-the-art DETR models, we use
a similar training strategy in DETR [2], where a 96-epoch

We conduct an ablation study of set prediction loss and positional encoding, which are two essential components in our
model. Table 2 show the results of ablation study for TSPRCNN with ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 backbone. From
the table, we can see that both set prediction loss and positional encoding are very important to the success of our TSP
mechanism, while set prediction loss contributes more than
positional encoding to the improvement of TSP-RCNN.
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Ablation study

Model

Backbone

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

RetinaNet [19]
FSAF [40]
FCOS [30]
MAL [15]
RepPoints [35]
ATSS [38]
ATSS [38]

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101-DCN
ResNet-101
ResNet-101-DCN

39.1
40.9
41.5
43.6
45.0
43.6
46.3

59.1
61.5
60.7
62.8
66.1
62.1
64.7

42.3
44.0
45.0
47.1
49.0
47.4
50.4

21.8
24.0
24.4
25.0
26.6
26.1
27.7

42.7
44.2
44.8
46.9
48.6
47.0
49.8

50.2
51.3
51.6
55.8
57.5
53.6
58.4

Fitness NMS [31]
Libra RCNN [22]
Cascade RCNN [1]
TridentNet [17]
TSD [28]
Dynamic RCNN [37]
Dynamic RCNN [37]

ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101-DCN
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-101-DCN

41.8
41.1
42.8
46.8
43.2
44.7
46.9

60.9
62.1
62.1
67.6
64.0
63.6
65.9

44.9
44.7
46.3
51.5
46.9
49.1
51.3

21.5
23.4
23.7
28.0
24.0
26.0
28.1

45.0
43.7
45.5
51.2
46.3
47.4
49.6

57.5
52.5
55.2
60.5
55.8
57.2
60.0

TSP-RCNN
TSP-RCNN

ResNet-101
ResNet-101-DCN

46.6
47.4

66.2
66.7

51.3
51.9

28.4
29.0

49.0
49.7

58.5
59.1

Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art models on COCO 2017 test set (single-model and single-scale results). Underlined and bold
numbers represent the best model with ResNet-101 and ResNet-101-DCN backbone, respectively.

5.4.2

Compatibility with deformable convolutions

One may wonder whether Transformer encoder and deformable convolutions [7, 41] are compatible with each
other, as both of them can utilize long-range relation between objects. In Table 3, we compare TSP-FCOS and
TSP-RCNN to FCOS and Faster RCNN with deformable
ResNet-101 as backbone. From the results, we can see
that the TSP mechanism is well complementary with deformable convolutions.

5.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
We compare TSP-RCNN with multiple one-stage and
two-stage object detection models [26, 31, 1, 28, 19, 40,
30, 3, 16, 35, 38] that also use ResNet-101 backbone or
its deformable convolution network (DCN) [41] variant in
Table 4. A 8× schedule and random crop augmentation
is used. The performance metrics are evaluated on COCO
2017 test set using single-model and single-scale detection
results. Our model achieves the highest AP scores among
all detectors in both backbone settings.

6. Analysis of convergence
We compare the convergence speed of our faster set prediction training and DETR’s original set prediction training
in the upper part of Figure 6. We can see that our proposed
faster training technique consistently accelerates the convergence of both TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN.
We also plot the convergence curves of TSP-FCOS, TSPRCNN, and DETR-DC5 in the lower part of Figure 6, from
which we can find that our proposed models not only converge faster, but also achieve better detection performance.

Figure 6. Top two plots compare the convergence speed of our
proposed faster set prediction training loss and DETR-like loss for
TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN. The bottom plot shows the convergence curves of TSP-FCOS, TSP-RCNN, and DETR-DC5.

7. Conclusion
Aiming to accelerate the training convergence of DETR
as well as to improve prediction power in object detection,
we present an investigation on the causes of its slow convergence through extensive experiments, and propose two
novel solutions, namely TSP-FCOS and TSP-RCNN, which
require much less training time and achieve the state-of-theart detection performance. For future work, we would like
to investigate the successful use of sparse attention mechanism [5, 6, 36] for directly modeling the relationship among
multi-level features.
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